A comparison between a creeping bent (top) and Highland bentgrass (lower) shows there is less tendency with Highland to produce the long trailing stems that root out at the joints and weave troublesome thatch quickly.

out bentgrass inclusions).

You can accept this reasoning or not. But in any event, as we shall see, I believe the logic of the argument applies more to the lawn than the fairway. Even for the law, it’s questionable. So far, in our tests on the Lawn Institute grounds, we have failed to see any of the select varieties of bentgrass, particularly the work-horse Highland variety, become a pest in bluegrass turf. As a matter of fact, bluegrass has tended more to invade Highland bentgrass than vice versa.

One of the reasons bentgrass mixed with bluegrass-fine fescue has sometimes been frowned upon, is that the ultimate turf is viewed solely as a bluegrass-fescue population. Bentgrass is the ill-represented minority. If an off-type gets started, or volunteer creeping sorts become naturalized, making colonies or patches of contrasting color and texture in the turf, these are understandably viewed as discordant in a bluegrass matrix. In our plantings with Highland, I haven’t seen this happen to any great degree, but nonetheless you can see how it might where bentgrass has naturalized widely. But on the modern fairway, where the pros demand half-inch mowing, you’re looking at exactly the reverse side of this coin. Bentgrass becomes the base population.

The question, then, is: Are the bluegrasses and fine fescues making discordant patches in bentgrass turf? Happily, it’s just not the nature of Kentucky bluegrass and fine fescues to be so ungentlemanly, especially at half-inch mowing, and under irrigation!

Our premise is that today’s fairway is essentially bentgrass environment. The close mowing precludes reliably dense and weed-free bluegrass-fescue. But that does not mean bluegrass-fescue has no place. Rather than avoiding mixtures that combine these stalwarts, why not view fairway seeding as a bentgrass planting that is supported by bluegrass and fescue? The lawnsman’s approach is bluegrass-fine fescue into which bentgrass is introduced. There is a great deal of difference. In the former, management is oriented to bentgrass needs; in the latter, of course, to the bluegrass-fescue. Although lawn advisories may overlook this distinction, today’s superintendent cannot, for modern demands make the fairway essentially a bentgrass environment. Slight adjustments in the mowing, feeding and weeding schedule are all that is needed to accommodate a colonial
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how some
golf courses
save up to 56%
on turf
irrigation*

What are the biggest expense items in turf maintenance? Labor and water. How can these rising costs be reduced? System design and sprinkler head selection are the key controllable factors, and they represent only a small part of the initial cost of equipment.

Thompson gear driven rotary sprinkler systems, manually or automatically controlled, irrigate many golf courses efficiently and for 38% to 56% less annual operating cost than most hand-coupling systems. They pay for themselves in 1 to 2 years. They’re insured for 7 years!

*This statement is from an Economics Research Associates report based on actual operating data and interviews with hundreds of golf course superintendents, architects, engineers, contractors, irrigation equipment designers, manufacturers, and distributors. (We’ll send you a copy of the Economics Research Report on request).

How are you irrigating now? Are you interested in reducing the annual cost? Write Thompson Client Service Dept., describe your present system, let us send you information on advantages of conversion to Thompson gear driven rotary equipment, and a new #200-G catalog of Professional Line sprinklers and performance data.

Thompson Manufacturing Company
2251 East Seventh Street
Los Angeles, California 90023
Phone (213) 269-8233
U.S. Makers of quality sprinklers since 1907
What? Blue Flags and Blue Poles?

Yes! It's one of the colorful new ideas from STANDARD — the idea of matching flag and pole in the same color scheme — in blue-white, green-white, red-white, black-yellow combinations. When you settle on the design of your STAN-CRAFTED personalized flags . . . order STANDARD Slim-Line or Flex-King poles in the same color. It's rich.

Standard Manufacturing Co. Cedar Falls, Iowa
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bentgrass on an irrigated fairway.

What can fine fescue and bluegrass contribute to a seeding of colonial bent? Naturally, the performance of any combination of grasses varies according to local conditions. But surely the fine fescue, with its comparatively large seed, helps establish cover quickly, while bentgrass goes through its slow early phase of growth. If a little bluegrass is there too, additional density should result.

In our tests at the Lawn Institute, seedings which have combined modest percentages of bluegrass, or fine fescue with Highland bentgrass, show dwarfed plants of these species continuing to stay alive. They contribute seasonally to the attractiveness of the turf. This in spite of maintenance adjusted entirely to favor the bentgrass, that is, frequent close mowing at a half-inch or less, regular watering, and generous fertilization—practices that in theory give bentgrass every advantage. I won't say that our experience applies everywhere. But I think it's worth considering whether a modest percentage of fine fescue, say in a colonial seeding, doesn't have merit.

The fescue (and bluegrass) contribution may be solely in the initial year, these grasses disappearing subsequently; but even so, isn't this worth the additional assurance of a good initial stand? Seedings made by professionals in the heart of "bentgrass country," such as the western slopes in Washington, frequently are of equal parts (by weight) of a fine fescue and a colonial bentgrass. By seed count this means 10 times as many bentgrass seeds as fine fescues, since bentgrass runs in the neighborhood of seven million per pound, fescues considerably less than a million.

The economy of seeding as contrasted to vegetative planting hardly needs comment in this age of high-priced and difficult-to-find labor. The cost of the seed is inconsequential compared to investment in time and facility required to get a golf course on stream on schedule. So there's really no good substitute for seeding of fairways over the northern two-thirds of the nation. Soil cultivation
Every car carries a 90-DAY unconditional WARRANTY

PROS AND CLUBS:

Here's the Answer!

Adequate Cars at a Sensible Investment to Accommodate the Busy-Day, Weekend or Seasonal Increase in Play at Your Club.

Buy one or a fleet. Payment plan available. Delivery anywhere on our transports.

OVER 500 RECONDITIONED GOLF CARS

$350—$550

- New or like new bodies
- New upholstery
- NEW 195 A. H. Batteries
- New cables
- New plugs
- Refinished original 2-tone
- Rebuilt mechanically
- Chargers included
- NEW CAR WARRANTY

Model 37 Victor Electric Car
8:00x6 Tires

These and other models always available

Cushman Model 732 Golfster
8:00x6 Tires

Cushman Model 732 Golfster

Model 36 Victor Electric Car

EASY TERMS: 10% DOWN. Balance over one, two of three seasons

CALL COLLECT for information

H. COSTER ELECTRIC CAR Sales & Service Co.
Indianapolis, Ind. 24 South Harding St. Area 317-632-3356

Also Branches in Cincinnati, Ohio, Louisville, Ky. and Madison, Wis.
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with tractor equipment, followed by fertilization and leveling with other machinery, is all that is needed. With the trend strongly towards underground irrigation facilities on the fairway, achieving good germination is now less a problem, even without mulch (although a mulch, such as clean straw, or one of the newer slurries, that can be blown or sprayed over acres with the modern hydroseeders, are added insurance). A slightly rough or pebbled soil surface provides good lodging sites for the seed, and will not slake or crust readily.

Even after the course is in operation, threadbare turf can be strengthened by bolster seeding without soil cultivation. Bolster seeding is usually suggested for autumn. But winter or early spring seedings find the seed working down nicely into frost pits as the soil freezes and thaws. The implanted seed is ready to sprout when warm weather comes. Seed is relatively so inexpensive compared to other demands for maintaining a golf course, that bolster seeding insurance makes sense. Might as well have candidate grass seeds in the soil; otherwise weeds will almost surely fill the voids! If the equipment is good enough to achieve so light a seeding, 20 pounds to the acre of a Highland bentgrass blend provide a good seed reserve.

Vertical mowing and thatch removal are being increasingly practiced on the well-kept golf course. Bolster seeding in conjunction with such practices makes good sense, too. Vertical mowing and aerification scratch the soil surface, letting seed reach soil rather than remain perched atop the thatch where it cannot sprout. One might even regard bolster seeding as a taken-for-granted complement to seasonal fairway de-thatching.

There are no better grass experts in the country than golf course superintendents, for whom success with grass spells livelihood. I’m not suggesting that successful practices be abandoned. But it does seem time for someone to say a kind word in behalf of bentgrass blends for the fairway, in case some of the lawn advisories have been misinterpreted. •

HUNDREDS OF (PRE-OWNED)
CUSHMAN GOLFSTERS

GOING FAST!

COMPARE these used CUSHMAN GOLFSTERS with any new car of any other make.

CHICAGOLAND CUSHMAN SALES
61 E. 23rd St., Chicago Heights, Ill. Phone: Area 312 WA 8-5555 -- P.O. Box 428
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Quit brooding over the winter campaign, Nap. Get a good start this spring with NITROFORM.

Like Napoleon, some superintendents had a rough winter. Heavy snows and sudden cold waves took the toll of weak turfgrass. And with the spring, traffic becomes heavy.

A spring feeding with Nitroform restores turf damaged during the winter, and takes advantage of the peak growing cycle of warm season grasses. This spring feeding also allows turfgrass to spread out with a good growing start before weeds become a problem. Spring feeding with Nitroform strengthens any turf for heavy traffic and builds residual nitrogen.

Nitroform®, Hercules Powder Company's ureaform turf food, contains a whopping 38% nitrogen, but releases it slowly as the grass needs it. Nitroform is also easy to handle and store, is odorless and nonburning, and is available in two forms: granular Blue Chip® for conventional spreading and Powder Blue® for liquid application.

But your Hercules representative can map out the strategy of the Nitroform Program. He'll be easy to recognize; he's still wearing his hat sideways after that rough winter.

HERCULES NITROFORM®

For more information circle number 258 on card.
Irrigation a la carte

Installation of automatic sprinkler setup with selected component parts prove successful at Oklahoma club.

By HERMAN R. JOHNSON
Superintendent, Quail Creek G.C.C., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

When Jim Latham called me, I had just walked into the office from an inspection of my irrigation system. He asked if I would talk to you concerning “Modern Irrigation Design.” I thought of the many times in past years that I had told my waterman to water a certain way, then went back later to find he had overwatered one nine, under watered the other nine and stuck the pick-up in the middle of a tee while changing sprinklers. So, I decided that if I could help any club obtain a properly designed automatic irrigation system, then surely I could talk about it for a while.

I would like to begin with a demonstration of what the acetone test actually does to plastic pipe. In containers holding anhydrous acetone I place samples of PVC pipe, all coming from well-known manufacturers. The acetone test determines the extrusion quality of the pipe. Any pipe that won’t pass at least a 30 minute test is considered inferior. I would recommend that pipe pass a two-hour test.

Modern irrigation system design means “automatic” to me. There are several ways in which you can get an automatic system. Your green chairman can decide that you should have one, you can obtain reliable information and prove to your club you need one or you can let someone come in and sell your club a system. I don’t know which will happen to you and your course, but if you continue in the turf field, you will be involved with automatic irrigation sooner than you think. I have seen many automatic systems installed in the last few years and at least 50 per cent of those I have seen are not satisfactory.

It is likely that some superintendents might say they don’t need an automatic irrigation system. It could be true, but some of them could also get by with the old hand-push mower. I’m sure that when they began to motorize greens mowers, some golfers and superintendents didn’t want them because one might leak a few drops of gasoline on the green, streak with a little grease on the roller, cause excess compaction, due to the excess weight of the motor, or extra noise might not be desirable. Automatic irrigation has kindred problems.

Some irrigation system problems might be excess water in the sand traps, watering too heavily in one area and leaving voids or dry spots in other areas or accidentally turning on the wrong valve and soaking the club president’s wife while she is putting on the 12th green.

Automation is wonderful if properly
engineered, properly installed, properly operated, and it operates properly. The key to knowing when your system is working properly is when you can go to bed at night and not even think about it until the next morning when you arrive at work. The first time I operated an automatic system, I got up twice during the night just to see if everything was all right.

I would like to explain how we at Quail Creek decided upon an automatic system and why we chose our system. The first decision made was that Quail Creek had a two-year-old golf course with an expensive and new manual irrigation system that would not do the job. Labor, to keep the course watered only to a minimum, cost over $10,000 per year, not counting the labor required to repair from two to five leaks a week.

This sounds like a lot of leaks and it is, especially since a leak generally costs from $35 to $50 to repair. One of the main causes was that there weren't any swing joints in the system. The quick couplers were connected directly to the main lines without any type of swing joint and cemented connections were used. On some of the asbestos cement lines, two street ells were screwed into each other, forming a swing joint that would move very little. Naturally, when even the lightest equipment ran over a quick coupler, it would break, especially if it were cold. When we began to remove the old quick couplers, I sent two men out and by hitting the plastic riser underneath the quick couplers with a pick, they were able to remove all 300 within four hours.

September 15, 1963 I was asked to visit Quail Creek and design a system for the course. Checks were made with neighboring superintendents concerning weather conditions as well as other peculiarities that are found at each course. No two courses ever present precisely the same problems.

There are differences in soil, terrain, maintenance background and possibly most important, the type of course demanded by the members. After these determinations were made, I decided upon
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What’s behind the New F-10?
Just a carpet of beautiful turf!

Greater sidehill cutting stability

Quick, easy, safe curb climbing

Outboard units trim independently

Compact for transport in seconds

Smooth. Even. No uncut grass to spring up after the wheels roll by. Just a wide, wonderful swath of precision-cut turf!

What’s behind this impressive performance of the Jacobsen F-10 mowing tractor? Out-front cutting. Complete operator control. Seven-gang capacity for cutting width from 30 inches to 15 feet. Versatility. Rugged Jacobsen structural strength. Mobility. All this, and more!

Mowing units lift, and the F-10 cruises from job to job at 30 miles per hour. Mows up a “mountain”... and down... and sidehill, with equal ease and stability... with uniform, accurate cutting.

The Jacobsen F-10 does both the big and small jobs fast... and gets to them with speed and maximum maneuverability. Mows equally well on golf courses, campuses, parks, cemeteries, industrial sites. Write us today, and we’ll be happy to show you just what the F-10 (or other Jacobsen equipment) can do, while it saves you money! Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis.

JACOBSEN
"1st in Service"